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attributable to the operators." American experience does not confirm this state
ment since errors of stereoscopically' measured spot heights usually are less than
the errors of points whose elevations are determined by interpolation between
contours. Even in the clear areas of the model non-uniformity of ground slope
between contours weakens the interpolated values. Also, the contours vary
greatly in strength throughout the model because of the variations in the ap
pearance of the terrain which may range from light to dark in' tone and from
clear to heavily wooded in vegetation characteristics. Recognition of these
conditions has led to the statement that an appreciable disparity exists between
the C factor indicated by the mean square error of spot heights read in the stereo
plotter as opposed to that indicated by the error of interpolated elevations based
on stereoscopically drawn contours.

If aC factor comparison is to be made between stereoplotting instruments
it should be based on the mean square error of spot height readings. Such a
procedure will establish practical conditions which most nearly approach the
ideal conditions of the grid model.

METHODS OF FIELD CAMERA CALIBRATION*·

. E. L. Merritt, Head, Research and Evaluation Division,
U. S. Naval Photographic Interpretation Centert

IV. THE STAR EXPOSURE METHOD OF CAMERA CALIBRATION

A. GENERAL
T.he purpose of this section is to present a method of calibrating cameras

from zenithal exposures of stars. The
method consists of making exposures
of the zenith and calculating the
camera constant (j, ~x, ~y) and
residual lens distortion, with the
plate and celestial coordinates of the
stars imaged as given data. The con
cept of a negative e~posure of the
zenith for calibrating purposes is il
lustrated in Figure 1'6. Reasonably
accurate camera calibration data can
be calculated because of the multi
plicity of star images, and the rela
tively high accuracy of the star's
celestial coordinates.

In the star exposure method,
there are certain operations, such as

'. identification of the stars imaged, re
duction of the stars from the mean

FIG. 16. Idealized camera orientation. epoch of 1950 to their apparent places
at the instant of exposure,' and com-

* This is the completion of Mr. Merritt's paper_ Parts I to III are in the September.l951 issue
(Volume XVII, No.4, pp. 610-635). The author is now a member of the staff of Photogrammetry,
Inc., Silver Spring, Md.-Publications Committee.

t This was the author's title and occupation when this paper was prepared.
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putation of coordinate corrections to the images for refrac}:ion, that do not
occur in any other method.

One of the, problems arising with the star expqsure method is the photo
graphic registering of the fiducial marks. Admission of sufficient light to register
the fiducial marks photographically, without harmful deterioration of the star
images,requires the exercise of care in the choice of aperture, shutter speed, and
intensity of the light source. A mechanical device and a number of expedient
means for accomplishing this are described.

Inasmuch as the celestial coordinates of identifiable stars have been pre
determined, angle observations by the observer are conveniently eliminated.
The more tedious general space calibration equations are necessitated, however,
by the difficulty, and hence impracticability, of imposing rigorous orientation
on the camera and the random distribution of the star images.

The lack of symmetry in the star images also gives rise to the necessity of
discarding all images that do not exhibit a collective symmetry with respect to
the fiducial axes, in the computation of the principal distance and coordinates
of the plate perpendicular. On the other hand, all well defined images are used
in the computation of lens distortion. Employmentof star images not balanced
about the approximate plate perpendicular results in large errors in the location
of the· plate perpendicular and consequently asymmetrical distortion curves..

The maximum resolution is necessary in exposures made expressly for the
determination of a camera's intedor geometry and linear lens distortion. Yet
the small amount of light reaching the earth from stars necessitates the use of
fast super-sensitive emulsions which results in an unavoidable reduction in the
definition of the star images.

The remainder of this section covers the calibration procedure in detail,
description of the calibration of a camera by the star exposure method, ,some
discussion, and the numerical data supporting the calibration of a camera by
the star expos.ure method.

B. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

1. Observation Procedure

(a) Equipment.

(1) Fiducial illumination assembly (optional).
(a)' 12 dry-cell batteries.
(b) 4 frosted 6.2 volt bulbs.

(2) Ground glass plate (opti..onal).
(3) Watch.
(4) Barom,eter.
(5) Thermometer.
(6) Comparator.
(7) Star charts.
(8) American Ephemeris.
(9) Boss Star Catalogs.
(10) Calculating machine.
(11) Natural trigonometric function tables (eight places).
(12) Tablets, pencils, and computation forms.

(b) Choice of photographic materials.
It is commonly known that the resolution of emulsions decreases as its speed

increases. Thus an emulsion is required that has less than the optimum resolu
tion characteristics, in order that the pin-point star images will register as
positive visible trails.
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FIG. 17. Fiducial illumination assembly.
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The slowest emulsion that will image the stars as positive trails is selected.
Glass-based emulsions are preferred to acetate-based emulsions. At present the
movements of the image caused by emulsion creep are unavoidable. Needless to
say, these types of movements exist in any photographic method of camera cali
bration.

The following plates have' given satisfactory results: Kodak Super XX pan
chromatic plates; Kodak Tri X panchromatic type B plates; Kodak Super
ortho-press plates.

(c) Photographic register of the fiducial marks.
Light reaching the exposure plate from stars is insufficient to photographi

cally register the fiducial marks. Light other than starlight must be employed to
register the fiducial marks.

The problem is either to permit sufficient light other than starlight to rea<;h
the exposure plate to register the fiducial marks without overexposing the star
images, or to localize the entering light so that only the immediate area of the
fiducial marks is exposed during the fiducial register. The latter method of
photographic fiducial register is done with a fiducial illumination assembly.

The fiducial illumination assembly shown in Figure 17 consists of a flat
wooden circular frame on which are mounted four frosted bulbs, which may be
moved in two directions in the plane of the ring, for trial and error illumination
of the fiducial marks. The camera is mounted on a suitable base, lens up, with a
focusing plate clamped against the fiducial marks. The fiducial illumination
assembly is oriented over the camera, so that the camera optical axis is ap
proximately perpendicular to the plane of the ring and collinear with the axis of
the ring. With bulbs lighted, the camera is shifted horizontally and vertically
below the assembly ul1til only the fiducial marks and immediate area are il
luminated. After the fiducial marks are illuminated, the camera and fiducial
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~ssembly are locked in place, and the focusing plate replaced with a loaded
plate holqer. With the fiducial bulbs illuminated, the dark slide is removed and a
fiducial exposure made, followed immediately by the star time exposure.

The technique of registering the fiqucial marks described was suggested by
Dr. F. E. Washer of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards.

The star exposure method of camera calibration fulfills the definition of a
field method in that the observation can be completed in a few minutes without
auxiliary equipment. In conformity with this, three expedient techniques that
have given satisfactory results are suggested for registering 'the .fiducial marks
photographically .

(1) Zenithal star exposures made in moonlight. Light reflected by the moon when
half or more of its disc is illuminated is suffi~ient to register the fiducial marks, without
deterioration of the star images in a 3-minute star time exposure.

(2) A pre-exposure made of a plain piece of white cardboard somewhat larger than
the image pla'ne format, and held a dista'nce equal to the approximate focal length in
front of the camera, yields a uniform illumination sufficiently subdued to register the
fiducial marks without destruction of the star image. The plat!, is illuminated by a light
from a dry-cell hand lamp reflected from'fi(ecardboard. The light source is adjusted until
the card is uniformly illuminated without bright spots or shadows.

(3) A pre-exposure made of a dry-cell Wand lamp subdued by transmission through
a yellow filter covered with two iayers o(onion-skin typing paper yields uniform illumi
nation sufficiently subdued to register the fiducial marks without overexposing the emul
sion.

Experience showed that pre-fiducial exposures where exposing the fiducial
marks is separate from the star exposure gives more satisfactory results than
post-fiducial exposures. This is due to the fact that the pre-fiducial exposure
pre-sensitizes the emulsion, causing the emulsion to respond more readily to
the small amount of starlight r~aching the plate.

The shutter speed and aperture for fiducial exposures vary with the lens
speed, focal length, and film speed. The proper combination can be determined
precisely by a few test exposures.

(d) The star exposure.
A time exposure is made with the camera optical axis approximately defining

a plumb line and the camera y fiducial axis approximately in the observer's geo
graphic meridian.

The length of the star exposure will vary according to the focal length of the
camera; the shorter the focal length, the longer the exposure. The objective is
to obtain a positive star trail so that the star image is not confused with the
photographic register of foreign particles on the surface of the emulsion or with
clamps of silver. Thus the length of the exposure serves only to insure positive
identification of the stars. The time varies from 1 to 5 minutes for conventional
focal lengths.

The date, the exposure number, the time of the exposure to the nearest
minute, the approximate geographic position, the f number, the length of the
exposure, the type of plate, and the temperature are recorded. Neither time nor
geographic position is absolutely necessary. These factors are used to more
expeditiously locate the area of the celestial sphere imaged on the negative.

The exposed plates are developed in accordance with the instructions ac
companying each box of plates.

(e) Selection of star images.
Stars are selected for optimum definition and for conformity to the geo

metric properties required to give a reliable location of the plate perpendicular.
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Stars are selected for optimum definition only in connection with the lens
distortion calculations.

The geometric properties are defined as follows: not less than two stars are
employed on any given radial distance from the fiducial axes. Consecutive
stars of any number of stars at a given radial distance from the fiducial axes are
required to subtend equal angles ±S° at the fiducial axes intersection.

The purpose of selecting only stars that fulfill these geometric properties for
the calibration equations involving the determination of the coordinates of the
plate perpendicular is to cancel out the deleterious effects of lens distortion. It
is assumed that the lens distortions on any given radius are approximately equal
in magnitude and direction, in which case the asymmetrical effects of lens dis
tortion are cancelled out by selecting star images that conform to the geometric
criteria outlined above. The lens distortion differentials in star images not sym
metrical with respect to the fiducial axes, produce a tilt effect in the image plane,
which in turn displaces the location of the plate perpendicular as a function of
the induced tilt. The fiducial axes intersection is chosen as the reference origin
on the grounds that the lens distortion differential is negligible for small ec
centricities of the plate perpendicular with respect to the fiducial axes.

The general solution is used in this method since the star images do not de
fine a mutually orthogonal system of lines and n images do not define a line
where n is greater than 2, and since the optical axis is only approximately
oriented on the observer's zenith. The general space calibration equations re
quire an arbitrary origin of known relative angular components. This requires
that a star image near the fiducial axes be selected in addition to those fulfilling
the geometric properties outlined. -

If the calibration is an unique determination, a minimum of four star images
are selected consisting of an arbitrary origin and three equidistant from the
fid ucial axes ±6 mm. and adjacent pairs subtending an angle 6f 120° ±S°.

(f) Star identification.
The watch time of the exposure is converted oto local sidereal time.
The local sidereal time is the right ascension of the observer at the.instant

of exposure. The approximate latitude and right ascension of the observer are
plotted on a suitable star chart. The distance between the ~ or y fiducial marks
(usually y) 01) the exposure negative is divided into the linear length of the
camera cone angle along the x or y axis as scaled from the star chart.

Suppose, for example, the cone angle along the y axis is 20°, and suppose
further that the observer's latitude is 39°. The distance along the meridian
given by the right ascension of the observer from +29° to 49° is measured
with a scale. This scaled value divided by the linear separation of the y fiducial
marks gives the ratio of reduction or enlargement necessary to obtain a one-to
one ratio between the star images and the plotted positions of the stars on the
star chart.

Since the y axis of the camera was placed approximately in the observer's'
geographic meridian, the fiducial axes intersection superimposed over the posi
tion plotted and the y fiducial axis coinciding with the hour circle oJ the ob
server, make star identification of the images selected a simple matter of re
cording the catalog numbers of the stars on the chart coinciding with the star
images directly above. :rhe catalog numbers are recorded next to the numbers
assigned the star images when they were selected.

(g) Coordinate measurement of star" images.
If the star exposure consists of a single long trail, a dot of ink, or the identify

ing number, is placed on the same end of each star trail image. This is to prevent
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the observer from measuring the wrong end of the image following rotation of
the plate. If the star exposure images have a long and short trail, the identifying
number is placed anywhere near the image. The location of the short trail with
respect to the long trail provides the key to which end is common to all posi
tions. Generally, both ends are measured, providing two sets of data whereby
the computations may be done in duplicate.

. Calibration values obtained from two sets of data, differing only in the co
ordinates of opposite ends of the star trails, will agree within the probable error
of the measurements. In fact, the difference in the calibration values from two
sets is a measure of the precision of the coordinate measurements.

2. Computation Procedure.

There are three computations that precede the calibration computations:
(1) correction of image coordinates for, refraction; (2) apparent places of stars
from the mean epoch of 1950 to the time of the exposure; and (3) standard
coordinates of stars referred to an arbitrary star imaged near the center of the
exposure plate.

(a) Refraction correction.
The 'Star images are displaced radially toward the zenith point (same as the

nadir point) by atmospheric refraction. This displacement increases as the
zenith angle increases.

A small error in the zenith angle results in a negligible error in the refraction
correction. For this reason the fiducial axes intersection may be used for the
zenith point, inasmuch as the camera optical axis has been oriented approxi
mately on the observer's zenith. For the same reason the approximate focal
length may be used with the measured camera coordinates to compute approxi
mate tangent functions of the zenith angles. These factors are useful in that the
refraction correction, like the coordinate measurements, may proceed 'inde
pendently of the star identification and reduction to apparent places.

The mean value of the .measured image coordinates are referred to the
fiducial axes. The zenith angle for each image is computed using these co
ordinates and the approximate focal length as given.

x2 + y2

---:..- = tan2 'Y•
.f

Then

where

dXr = x(1 + tan2 'Y)' kr

dYr = y(1 + tan2 'Y)' kr

983 ' b . tan 1If

460 + t

(1)

(2)

and b is the barometric pressure in inches
t temperature in Fahrenheit degrees.

Since atmospheric refraction moves the image toward the zenith point, the
plate coordinates of refraction are always applied so as to numerically increase
the absolute value of the camera coordinates. The correction is additive, omit
ting the sign of the coordinates.

Xc = X + dx" Yc = Y + dYr.

(b) Apparent places of'stars at the time of exposure.
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Two computations are involved in the reduction of the stars' celestial co
ordinates from the mean epoch of 1950 to the apparent place at the time of
observation. The first computation is the reduction from the mean epoch of 1950
to the mean place of the beginning of the year of the observation. The second
computation is the reduction from mean to apparent place for the time of ob
servation.

(1) Computation of mean place for year of observation. Formulas:

ao = am + (to - 1950)A Va + 1/2(to - 1950)21/100SVa + (to - 1950)33dta

00 = om + (to - 1950)AVa + 1/2(to - 1950)21/100SVa + (to ~ 1950)33dta

where
ao is mean right ascension for beginning of year,
amI catalog right ascension,
00 mean declination for beginning of year,
OmI catalog declination,
to year of observation,
A Va' A Va annular variation of star in right ascension and declination,
SV" SV. secular variation in right ascension and declination,
3dta, 3dta, third term in right ascension and declination.

Each star identified has a catalog number, and all constants used in the
reduction to mean place may be found in the general catalog on the same line
to the right of the number. For observations made in the year 1950 ao=am and
OO=Om.

(2) Reduction from mean to apparent place.
Two solutions are generally given in textbooks on astronomy: one uses

Besselian star nl,lmbers and Bessel's star constants, while the other uses inde
pendent star numbers. The solution employing independent star numbers is
the more practical where a multitude of stars that are not repeated with each
calibration are being reduced. Formulas:

g'sin (G + ao) tan 00 h·sin (H + ao) sec 00
(time) a=ao+I+I'+}.tT+ +----~--

15 15

(arc) 0 = 00 + }.t'T + g·cos (G + ao) + h·cos (H + ao) sin 00 + i·cos 00

where

B
g=--,

sin G

C
h=--'

sin H

The quantities I, I, T, B, C, G, H, and i are found in the tables for independent
star numbers in the American Ephemeris; p., and p.' are found in the Boss Star
Catalog. The fractional part of a G.C.T. day is used to interpolate these values
from the tq,bles. Computation of the mean places for the year of the observation
is done on form No.1 and the reductions from the mean to apparent places are
done on form No.2. Only form No.2 is shown with the numerical data support
ing the example calibration.

(c) Standard coordinates.
The standard coordinates of the selected star images referred to an ar

bitrarily selected star image near the fiducial axes' intersection are computed
with the general transformation equations described in section II. Here declina
tion 0 replaces altitude h, and the difference in right ascension converted to arc
t corresponds to the horizontal angle w. That is,
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tan 0 - tan 00 cos t
tan ~ = -------

cos t + tan 0 tan 00

sin 7)' = cos 0 sin t

tan 7)'
tan 7] = ---.

cos ~

(d) Calibration equations.
Inasmuch as no rigorous orientation. properties are imposed on the camera at

the moment of exposure, the spa<;e calibration equations described in section II
are employed in the computation of the camera constants (Lix, Liy,j). The plate
coordinates of the images ~orrected for refraction and referred to the image
origin, and the corresponding standard coordinates, are the given data. With
these data for a minimum of three star images plus the image origin, the follow
ing equations previously described are formed and solved.

(1) General space calibration equations.

(a)

Xl(tans z) + Yl(a) - tan (JIY1(b) = tan (JIXl

x2(tan sz) + Y2(a) - tan f)2Y2(b) = tan f)2X2

X3( tan s z) + Y3(a) - tan f)3Y3(b) = tan f)3X3

(b)
Xl tan s z + Yl(a)

Qr = -------
tan 7]1(1 + tan2 sz)1/2

X2 tan Sz + Y2(a)
Q2 = -------

tan 7]2(1 + tan2 sz)1/2

X3 tan Sz + Y3(a)
Q3 = --------

tan 7)3(1 + tan2 sz)1/2

(c)

U + XljJ. + YiP = Ql

it + X2jJ. + Y2P = Q2

U + X3jJ. + Y3P = Q3

(d)

U
Z:;c = ---,

1 + jJ.2

UjJ.
~x = ---,

1 + jJ.2

U
Z = --- (1 + jJ.2 _ p 2)1/2

y 1 + jJ.2 \

UP
~y=-

1 + jJ.2

f = (zz2 - ~y2)1/2, f = (Zy2 - ~X2)1/2

Zo = (zz2+ ~x2)1/2, Zo = (Zy2+ ~y2)1/2

f
cos t = -.

Zo
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Check on solution

cos ax cos all + cos (3x cos 13 11 + cos 'Yx cos I'll = 0

where

673

and

tan s xZx
cos ax = ,

(1 + tan2 S,,)1/2Z0

Za
cos (3x = ,

(1 + tan2 S,,)1/2Z0

!1x
cos'Yx = -,

Zo

!1y
cos I'll = 

Zo

(a)
tan Sx = -.

(b)

Lens distortion

dXl = (; - 1) (Xl - !1x), dYl = (; - 1) (Yl - !1y)

il = Xl ( cos ax _ cos 1''') cos t + Yl ( cos all - cos I'll) cos
tan 171 tan 171

(

COS (3 x ) ( cos (311 ) ,
{I = Xl --- - cos 1'" cos t + Yl --- - cos I'll cos,t.

tan~l' tan ~l

C. DESCRIPTION OF A CAMERA CALIBRATION BY THE STAR EXPOSURE METHOD

Thirty' zenithal star exposures were made with a camera transit on Tri X
type B plates, for the purpose' of developing field procedures for photographic
register of the fiducial marks, without appreciable deterioration of the star
images, and for the purpose of evaluating the star exposure method of camera
calibration.

Polaris was used as an approximate azimuth mark in orienting the camera Y
axis on the observer's meridian. Two of the thirty plates exposed were selected
for calibration purposes. The fiducial marks were pre-exposed with a hand lamp
light source subdued with a yellow filter and two layers of thin translucent paper
on the two plates selected.

The east end of each star trail was made distinguishable in all positions by a
dot of ink and an identifying number. The identifying number was later keyed
to the star catalog numbers. Three readings were taken on both ends of the star
trails in x and Y in the direct and reverse positions of the plate, with a Mann
measuring machine. The mean values of the plate coordinates were rounded off
to the nearest micron. The apparent places and the subsequent standard co
ordinates of the stars were rounded off to the nearest second. An example of
each distinct computation leading up to the calibration computations, a list of
the mean plate coordinates and corresponding standard coordinates, the com
plete calibration computation, and the lens distortion computations are pre
sented in the order listed in the numerical example.
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PLATE COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO FIDUCIAL AxES' INTERSECTION

(East end of star trail)

675

Star
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

x
11.605

-40.554
44.390

-56.640
52.210

-27.934
29.394

-47.138
43.073

y
1.367

14.625
-15.486

9.570
- 7.73"1
-24.150

23.430
-38.912

45.236

CORRECTION OF ABOVE COORDINATES FOR REFRACTION

460+t

983· b· tan I"
Kr

.142835798
.00029

500

y,= y[(1 +tan2 -y)Ki+ 1]

11.608
-40.566

44.404
-56.658

52.226
-27.942

29.403
-47.153

43.086

Star
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

b= barometric pressure = 29.96 inches

t= temperature = 40°F

X2+y2
tan2 -y=--

j2

x,=x[{1+tan2 -y)Kr+l]

sec2 -y (sec2 -yKr+l) =m
1.00308276 1.00029089
1.04195956 1.00030217
1.04990146 1.00030447
1.07449642 1.00031160
1.06289140 1.00030824
1.03078430 1.00029893
1.03190053 1.00029925
1.08435034 1.00031446
1.06991748 1.00031028

X'm y'm
- 1.367

14.629
-15.491

9.573
- 7.733
-24.157

23.437
-38.924

35.247

Data Sheet

STANDARD COORDINATES AND PLATE COORDINATES WITH RESPECT
TO STAR 1 (AFTER CORRECTION F9R REFRACTION)

Star tan '1 tan r x y

2 - .24631013 .09109023 -52.174 15.996
3 .15021978 - .07509774 32.796 -14.124
4 - .32622581 .07142750 -68.266 10.940
5 .18845014 - .04069832 40.618 - 6.366
6 - .19533900 - .09838371 -39.550 -22.790
7 .09059170 .11241344 17.795 24.804
8 - .29269279 - .16467239 -58.761 -37.557
9 .15776312 .16405498 31.478 36.614

COMPUTATION OF tan s., (a) AND (b)

Observation Equations

Star

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(a) -tan 8 (b)

+2.70402358
+ 2.00032358
+4.56722984
+4.63041570
-1. 98548113
- .80587962
-1. 77742480
- .96164786

+~ (tan s.)
y

-3.261690423
+2.322005098
- 6 . 240036563
+6.380458687
+1. 735410268
+ .717424609
+ 1. 564581836
+ .859725788

=-.:.. tan 8
y

+ 8.819687814
+ 4.644761550
+ 28.499681193
+29.544176077
+ 3.445624340
+ .578157871
+ 2.780926557
+ .826753464



(b)
+ 8.37155929
+52.28895872
-79.13976887
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(a)
+8

+ 8.37155929
-13.32704827

+1
+1
-1

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING

NORMAL EQUATIONS

(tan s.)
- 13.32704827
- 79.13976887
+102.3920331

+ 1.04644911 1.665881034
+ 7.440544415 9.453408395
- 5.938281851 + 7.683024104

- 4.891836940 + 6.017143070
+ 1.502262564 1. 770384291

-1 + 1.230037539
+1 1.178478605

= + 79.13976887
= +287.0600997
= -394.4405739

= + 9.89247111
= + 34.29002767
= - 29.59699447

19.70452336
= + 4.69303320

4.028041736
= + 3.123976669

+ .051558934 tan s. =
tan s. =-

(b) =
(a) =-

.904065067
17.53459579
17.54016932

.9632585122

COMPUTATION OF v, p, AND v

Observation Equations

Star (v) +x(p) +y(v) Q
2 1 -52.174 +15.996 = +207.9169443
3 1 +32.796 -14.124 =+212.8092369
4 1 -68.266 +10.940 = +207.0812350
5 1 +40.618 - 6.366 = +213.3347303
6 1 -39.550 -22.790 ="+208.5388550
7 1 +17.795 +24.804 = +211.1288644
8 1 -58.761 -37.557 = +207.4718392
9 1 +31.478 +36.614 = +211.9319914

x,,(tan s.)+y,,(a)
Q" = -ta~n':':"'1-n-(1-=+:':"-ta":"-n'::':2 :':'s.":'-)'-/2



METHODS OF FIELD CAMERA CALIBRATION

COMPUTATION OF PLATE PERPENDICULAR AND'FOCAL LENGTH

V

Z.= 1+1L2=210.0554183

v
Ax=-- 'IL= + 11. 62995490

1+1L2 ,
i.= (z.LAy2)1{2=21O.0482262

Zo= (z.2+Ax2)1/2=; 210 ,3771247

v
Ay=--' p= -1. 738224635

1+1L2

iy= (zl-Ax2)'/2=210.3637042 ,

Zo= (Zy2+Ay2) 1/2 = 210. 6921103

i = 210 .2059652

Zo= 210.5346175

cos t = .L= .998438963
Zo

t=3°12'07"

CHECK ON SOLUTION

cos a, cos ay+cos {3. cos {3y+cos /'. cos /'y = 0
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(1 +tan2 S.)'/2. Zo

Z. = _ .0568080005
(1 +tan2 S,)'/2, Zo

cos a,

cos {3.

tan Sz' Z:r;
.9961053256

a'x
cos /'.=-= .0552401075

Zo
tan Sy' Zy

cos a y .0548738132

COS {311 Zu .9992083769
(1+tan2 Sy)I/2, Zo

Lly
cos /'y=-= - .0082562414

Zo
cos a. cos ay+cos ~. cos {3y+cos /'. cos /'y= - .0025590081

COMPUTATION OF LENS .DISTORTION

(
COS a. ) (COS ay )ir,=xn ---cos/'. COst+Yn ---cos/,y cost
tan 'In ' tan 'In

(
COS (3. ) (COS (3y )

i~=xn ---cos/'z Cost+Yn ---cos/'y cost
tan ~n tan ~n

Star
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

in i~
210.1194 210.6899
210.0538 210.4773
210.1376 210.8663
210.2190 210.3661
209.7507 210.2918
209.5843 210.3735
209.6274 210.2265
209.7207 210.3392

Averagei.. =210.178

•

!,1'
210.405
210.266
210.502
210.293
210.021
209.980
209.927
210.030
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dX,,=(~,,-l) (x,,-t.x)

dy,,= (;" -1) (y,,-t.y)

I -Star --1 x,,-AX y,,-Ay dx" dy"
In

2 - .001079 -40.590 14.680 .044 +.016
3 - .000419 44.380 -15.440 -.019 .006
4 - .001539 -56.682 9.624 .087 +.015
5 - .000547 52.202 - 7 .682 - .029 .004
6 .000748 -27.966 -24.106 - .021 - .018
7 .000943 29.379 23.488 .028 .022
8 .001196 -47.177 -38.873 - .056 -.046
9 .000705 43.062 35.298 .030 .025

Lix = +.024 and Liy = - .051 are average coordinates of the principal point (with
respect to fiducial axes' intersection) taken from computations made for both
east and west ends of the star trails.

D. DISCUSSION

The star exposure method is a true field method of camera calibration in that
it requires no equipment to make the calibration' exposure, and in that the ex
posure observation can be accomplished in several minutes. The office work, on
the other hand, is somewhat more lengthy than any other method, and requires
a greater variety of skills than any other method. The method is comparable
to the goniometer method in precision. Calibration data are obtained from a
single exposure.

The simplicity of the field o.bservation, and the complexity of the office
work, recommend that the personnel using cameras in remote places be re
sponsible only for the exposures and exposure data, and that these calibration
exposures be submitted with the operational film received by personnel doing
the metrical photography. The personnel using the operational photography
would accomplish the office aspects of the calibration.
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